Headlock for Hunger NEWA Dual Meet Tournament

1/23/2011

First Round

**Williams College (WC) 44 vs. Norwich University (NU) 0**

125 Josh Mattana (WC) WBF Robby Zyko (NU) F 1:30
133 Taylor Treadgold (WC) WBD Kyle Brouillette (NU) D 2:1
141 Carson Brooks (WC) WBF Nick Tuminelli (NU) F 1:22
149 Corey Paulish (WC) WBD Josh Kernan (NU) TF-5 16-0; 4:30
157 Darius Charles (WC) WBD Nick Roberts (NU) D 8-5
165 Kyle Martin (WC) WBF Mike Babbin (NU) F 1:40
174 Zeb Levine (WC) WBD Chris Schenk (NU) D 7-3
184 Mike Lomio (WC) WBD Samuel Kent (NU) D 8-5
197 Ryan Malo (WC) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
285 Colin Curzi (WC) WBD Anthony Joyce (NU) D 5-3

**Johnson & Wales University (JWU) 31 vs. WPI (WPI) 15**

125 Brian Jennings (WPI) WBD Brandon O'Rourke (JWU) M 9-0
133 John Donaleski (JWU) WBD Mike Perruccio (WPI) D 5-4
141 Colby Clarke (JWU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
149 TJ Webster (JWU) WBD Matt Taber (WPI) M 13-4
157 Tyler Howe (WPI) WBD Ethan Farrell (JWU) TF-5 17-0; 4:24
165 Tom Lacroix (WPI) WBD Jack Hamilton (JWU) D 5-2
174 Colin Lenhardt (JWU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
184 David Cardenas (WPI) WBD Justin Scialise (JWU) D 10-5
197 William Mulligan (JWU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
285 Humphrey Swift (JWU) WBF Anthony Corbo (WPI) F 6:46

**Plymouth State University (PSU) 24 vs. Trinity College (TC) 15**

125 Josh Huber (PSU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
133 Jesse Schley (TC) WBD Eric Bergeron (PSU) D 16-11
141 Femi Wheeler (PSU) WBD Jeremy Rees (TC) D 8-3
149 Cody Oliverio (PSU) WBD Daniel Lofrese (TC) D 9-5
157 Travis Brooks (PSU) WBD Kyle Muir (TC) D 3-2
165 James Matlack (PSU) WBD Ben Speicher (TC) D 10-7
174 Seth Carter (PSU) WBF Mason West (TC) F 4:40
184 William Youngblood (TC) WBD Rob Phillips (PSU) D 7-2
197 Petros Hologitas (TC) WBD Eric Larcomb (PSU) D 3-2
285 Greg Vaughan (TC) WBF Dan Trefry (PSU) F 2:17

**Bridgewater State University (BSU) 34 vs. Western New England College (WNEC) 3**

125 Ken Francis (BSU) WBD Rob Ferrante (WNEC) D 8-5
133 Steven McCarthy (BSU) WBF Andrew Patton (WNEC) F 1:10
141 Anthony Medina (WNEC) WBD Jerry Joubert (BSU) D 6-0
149 Sean Fields (BSU) WBD Nik Moreschi (WNEC) D 4-2
157 Steven Ciaccio (BSU) WBD Jackson Maroni (WNEC) D 6-4
165 Ethan Raymond (BSU) WBD Robert Garlick (WNEC) D 9-3
174 Zachary Bates (BSU) WBD Matt Mangelli Jr. (WNEC) D 12-8
184 Michael Aiken (BSU) WBD Daniel Beck (WNEC) D 7-0
197 Andrew Frazer (BSU) WBD David Baldyga (WNEC) M 14-3
285 Ricky Caruso (BSU) WBF FORFEIT F FOR
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First Round

Coast Guard Academy (CGA)  23 vs. Roger Williams University (RWU)  21

125  Joseph Kidwell (CGA) WBD Jonathan Lemoine (RWU) M 15-1
133  Josh Gerry (CGA) WBD Derek Juchnik (RWU) M 15-1
141  Michael Forlenza (RWU) WBD John Tabb (CGA) D 14-9
149  Angel Serrano (CGA) WBD Nicholas Herrick (RWU) D 5-3
157  Andy Snyder (CGA) WBF Collin Crowell (RWU) F 0:48
165  Lucas Taylor (CGA) WBF Michael Monson (RWU) F 0:56
174  Shane Parcel (RWU) WBF Will Stark (CGA) F 4:37
184  Philip Ernst (RWU) WBD Patrick Leavitt (CGA) D 6-2
197  Robert Markowski (RWU) WBD Max Walker (CGA) D 2-0
285  Nick Cambi (RWU) WBF FORFEIT  F FOR

Rhode Island College (RIC)  33 vs. University of Southern Maine (USM)  15

125  Brandon Gauthier (RIC) WBF FORFEIT  F FOR
133  Billy Cole (USM) WBF Josh Baker (RIC) F 1:52
141  Mike Trasso (RIC) WBD Cinjin Goewey (USM) D 6-2
149  Kevin Sutherland (RIC) WBD Logan Russell (USM) D 5-1
157  Ryan Rheaume (RIC) WBF George Robles III (USM) F 6:28
165  Brendan Guarino (RIC) WBF Peter Gilman (USM) F 4:21
174  Brohen Krsulic (RIC) WBF Dakota Jewett (USM) F 4:21
184  Joe Chartier (USM) WBD Joseph Mahoney (RIC) F 13-10
197  Travis Spencer (USM) WBF Jesse Posl-Rhinehart (RIC) F 1:12
285  Brandon Regnault (RIC) WBF Matthew Bubar (USM) F 1:28
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